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Black Spey
Hook: 6 to 1/0
Thread: 6/0 black
Tag: Medium flat silver tinsel
Body: Black floss
Rib: Medium oval silver tinsel
Hackle: Black spey hackle
Wing: 2 black saddle hackles

Tying Instructions:











Tie in flat silver tinsel on bend of hook, make 3 or 4 wraps, secure with thread and
trim.
Tie in oval rib and black floss.
Wrap floss forward 1/2 way up hook shank and secure with thread but do not
trim.
Then wrap oval tinsel over floss and secure with thread at mid-point of hook
shank, but do not trim.
Tie in a black spey hackle by its tips.
Wrap floss around spey hackle and secure with thread at eye of hook, and trim.
Wrap oval tinsel over floss and around spey hackle and secure with thread and
trim.
Wrap the spey hackle forward, pulling fibers back after each stroke, secure with
thread at eye of hook and trim.
Tie in 2 black saddle hackles for wing, make sure dull sides are facing in.
Form a neat head with thread, whip finish, and head cement.
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Down and Dirty
Hook: 8 - 1/0
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: Purple marabou w/ black krystal flash
Body: Black rabbit strip

Tying Instructions:





Tie in a clump of purple marabou at bend of hook for tail.
Then tie in a few strands of black krystal flash on both sides of the marabou tail.
Tie in a black rabbit strip and wrap it forward to eye of hook, stroking rabbit fur
back as you wrap.
Trim, whip finish, and head cement.
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General Practitioner
Hook: #2/0-8
Thread: 6/0 Orange
Tail: Orange Calf Tail
Body: Orange Dubbing
Rib: Oval Gold Tinsel
Hackle: Orange Saddle
Wing: Golden Pheasant

Tying Instructions:






Start by tying in the tail. Should be slightly longer than the shank.
Tie in the rib and hackle.
Dub a thin body almost up to the eye.
Rib the fly with several wraps and wrap forward the hackle.
Tie in 2 Golden pheasant feathers for the wing and whip finish.
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General Practitioner (Black)
Hook: 4 - 1/0 salmon
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: Black squirrel tail
Body: Black mohair or wool
Eyes: Golden pheasant tippet feather
Rib: Medium, oval, silver tinsel
Hackle: Black cock neck feather
Wing: Black spade hackles
Note: Black plastic eyes can be substituted for
golden pheasant tippet feather

Tying Instructions:












Tie in squirrel tail at bend of hook for tail, tail should be long.
Tie in silver oval tinsel for ribbing.
Tie in black mohair.
Fold black cock neck around its stem so that one side has no hackle tips and tie it
in at bend of hook.
Wrap mohair 1/2 way up the hook shank and then secure with thread, but do not
trim butt.
Tie in golden pheasant tippet feather, out back extending from middle of body to
just past the body.
Continue wrapping mohair forward to just before eye, secure with thread and
trim.
Then wrap ribbing over mohair, pull pheasant tips up so you are sure not to wrap
the ribbing over the feather. Secure with thread and eye of hook and trim.
Next wrap the cock feather forward, make sure not to wrap over the pheasant
tippet. Pull hackle fibers back as you warp forward. Secure with thread at eye of
hook and trim.
Tie in two black spade hackles on top of body extending back to about half way
down the tail.
Form a small head with tying thread, whip finish, and head cement.
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Greased Liner
Hook: 4 - 1/0 Salmon
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: Natural deer hair
Body: Black seal fur
Wing: Natural deer hair
Head: Butts from wing

Tying Instructions:





Tie in a clump of natural deer hair at bend of hook for tail. Tail should be short.
About 1/4 length of the body.
Spin black seal on to thread and wrap forward, leaving enough room for head.
Tie in a clump of deer hair over the back for wing. The wing should extend back to
end of tail. Trim butts of wing to form a small head.
Whip finish and head cement.
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Green Butt Skunk
Hook: 8 to 2
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: Red Mallard flankButt: Fl. Green Chenille
Body: Black Chenille
Rib: Medium flat silver tinsel
Hackle: Black saddle
Wing: White calftail

Tying Instructions:










Tie in mallard flank at bend of hook for tail.
Tie in fl green chenille, make 1 or 2 wraps, secure with thread and trim.
Tie in flat silver tinsel and black chenille.
Wrap chenille forward, followed by chenille. Secure chenille at eye of hook and
trim.
Wrap tinsel over chenille, secure with thread, and trim.
Tie in 1 black saddle hackle, and make 2 or 3 wraps, secure with thread, and trim.
Wrap thread back slightly, while stroking hackle fibers back.
Tie in white calftail on top as wing. Wing should extend past body.
Trim, whip finish, and head cement.
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Orange Shrimp
Hook: 8-1/0
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: Fl. Orange hackle fibers
Body: Fl. Orange Hairline Dubbing
Rib: Flat medium silver tinsel
Wing: White calftail
Legs: Fl. Orange hackle fibers.

Tying Instructions:








Tie in a clump of fl. orange saddle hackle at bend of hook for tail.
Next, tie in your silver ribbing.
Spin orange dubbing on to thread and wrap forward to just before eye of hook.
Tie in some more orange hackle fibers underneath for legs. Legs should be
approximately the same length as the tail.
Use a hair stacker to even up the tips of a clump of calftail fibers.
Remove any underfur and or any short hairs and tie in as wing. Wing should
extend beyond the body.
Trim, whip finish, and head cement.
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Purple Peril
Hook: #2 - 8
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: Purple Hackle Fibers
Body: Purple Chenille
Rib: Oval Tinsel
Wing: Deer Hair
Throat: Purple Hackle Fibers

Tying Instructions:





Start by tying in the tail about ¾ shank length.
Tie in the tinsel and chenille and wrap chenille forward as well as the rib.
Neatly stack a clump of deer hair and tie in securely but try not to make it flare.
Tie in the throat and whip finish.
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Purple Spey
Hook: 6 to 2 Streamer
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tag: Medium flat silver tinsel
Body: Black floss
Rib: Medium oval silver tinsel
Hackle: Purple spey hackle
Wing: 2 Black saddle hackles.
Throat: Natural guinea

Tying Instructions:












Tie in flat silver tinsel on bend of hook, make 3 or 4 wraps, secure with thread and
trim.
Tie in oval rib and black floss.
Wrap floss forward 1/2 way up hook shank and secure with thread but do not
trim.
Then, wrap oval tinsel over floss and secure with thread at mid-point of hook
shank, but do not trim.
Tie in a purple spey hackle by its tips.
Wrap floss around spey hackle and secure with thread at eye of hook, and trim.
Wrap oval tinsel over floss and around spey hackle and secure with thread and
trim.
Wrap the spey hackle forward, pulling fibers back after each stroke, secure with
thread at eye of hook and trim.
Tie in 2 black saddle hackles for wing, make sure dull sides are facing in.
Tie in guinea fibers for throat, on both sides and underneath.
Form a neat head with thread, whip finish, and head cement.
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Red Spey
Hook: 6 to 1/0
Thread: 6/0 Red
Tag: Medium flat silver tinsel
Body: Red floss
Rib: Medium oval silver tinsel
Hackle: Red spey hackle
Wing: 2 Red saddle hackles.

Tying Instructions:











Tie in flat silver tinsel on bend of hook, make 3 or 4 wraps, secure with thread and
trim.
Tie in oval rib and red floss.
Wrap floss forward 1/2 way up hook shank and secure with thread but do not
trim.
Then, wrap oval tinsel over floss and secure with thread at mid-point of hook
shank, but do not trim.
Tie in a red spey hackle by its tips.
Wrap floss around spey hackle and secure with thread at eye of hook, and trim.
Wrap oval tinsel over floss and around spey hackle and secure with thread and
trim.
Wrap the spey hackle forward, pulling fibers back after each stroke, secure with
thread at eye of hook and trim.
Tie in 2 red saddle hackles for wing, make sure dull sides are facing in.
Form a neat head with thread, whip finish, and head cement.
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Silver Admiral
Hook: 8-1/0
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: Fl. Pink hackle fibers
Body: Fl. Pink Hareline Dubbing
Rib: Flat medium silver tinsel
Wing: White calftail
Legs: Fl. Pink hackle fibers.

Tying Instructions:








Next, tie in your silver ribbing.
Spin pink dubbing on to thread and wrap forward to just before eye of hook.
Select 1 pink saddle hackle, and tie it in by its tip. Make 3 or 4 wraps, pulling
fibers back as you wrap. Secure with thread and trim.
Use a hair stacker to even up the tips of a clump of calftail fibers.
Remove any underfur and or any short hairs and tie in as wing. Wing should
extend beyond the body.
Trim, whip finish, and head cement.
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Skunk
Hook: 8 to 2
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: Red mallard flank
Body: Black chenille
Rib: Medium flat silver tinsel
Hackle: Black saddle
Wing: White calftail.

Tying Instructions:









Tie in mallard flank at bend of hook for tail.
Tie in flat silver tinsel and black chenille.
Wrap chenille forward, followed by chenille. Secure chenille at eye of hook and
trim.
Wrap tinsel over chenille, secure with thread, and trim.
Tie in 1 black saddle hackle, and make 2 or 3 wraps, secure with thread, and trim.
Wrap thread back slightly, while stroking hackle fibers back.
Tie in white calftail on top as wing. Wing should extend past body.
Trim, whip finish, and head cement.
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Squamish Poacher
Hook: #1/0 - 6
Thread: 6/0 Orange
Eyes: Large Nymph Eyes or Melted Mono
Tail: Orange Calf Tail
Back: Orange Surveyors Tape
Body: Medium Orange Chenille
Hackle: Orange Saddle Hack
Rib: Large Gold Wire

Tying Instructions:






Tie in a shank length tail.
Tie in the eyes by making figure 8 wraps to secure them. Tie in chenille, rib,
hackle and surveyors tape.
Wrap chenille forward making a few extra wraps around the eyes.
Wrap hackle forward to the eye of the hook. Pull tape over the entire body up to
the eye of the hook.
Wrap the rib tightly along the hook and tie off. Whip finish.
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Steelhead Bomber
Hook: #2 - 8
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: White Calf Tail
Body: Spun Deer Hair
Hackle: Grizzly
Wing: White Calf Tail

Tying Instructions:






Start by tying in the tail, should be about shank length.
Tie in a grizzly hackle tip.
Tie in several clumps of deer and spin them. Cut body to shape.
Wrap forward the hackle making about 5 wraps or so.
Tie in the wing in an upright position and whip finish.
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Steelhead Nightmare
Hook: #6-2/0
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: Pink Rabbit Strip
Body: Black Rabbit Strip
Eyes: Dumb Bell Eyes

Tying Instructions:





Start by securely tying in the dumbbell eyes.
Tie in Rabbit Strip at the bend of the hook.
Tie in hackle and chenille and wrap chenille up to the eyes.
Wrap forward the hackle all the way up the body. Whip finish.
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Stillaguamish Sunrise
Hook: 8 to 2
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: Mixed yellow and red saddle hackle
fibers

Body: Yellow or Red chenille
Rib: Medium silver tinsel
Hackle: Yellow and red saddle
Wing: White calftail.

Tying Instructions:










Tie in several yellow and red saddle hackle fibers at bend of hook for tail.
Tie in flat silver tinsel.
Tie in chenille.
Wrap thread forward followed by chenille, secure chenille at eye of hook and
trim.
Wrap tinsel forward over chenille and secure with thread and trim.
Tie in 1 red and 1 yellow saddle hackle, and make 2 or 3 wraps, secure with
thread, and trim.
Wrap back slightly with thread, while stroking the hackle back.
Tie in white calftail over top of body for wing. Wing should extend beyond the
body.
Trim, whip finish, and head cement.

